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Here we present a perspective on in-situ studies of high temperature batteries. We focus
on a primary battery technology- the thermal battery- which possesses a molten salt
electrolyte. We discuss aspects of sample environment design, data collection and will
briefly look at some case studies. We aim to highlight the importance of using in-situ
techniques in studying electrochemical devices such as high temperature batteries.
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In recent years, the study of battery technologies using in-situ techniques has become increasingly
important (Sharma et al., 2015). This has been driven by a desire for the precise understanding
of the processes occurring during battery operation, which may be used to optimize batteries or
inform the future synthetic targets of new battery materials with improved performance. This
has been accompanied by improvements in the design of cells which allow collection of both
electrochemical data and the data of interest (Bergstrom et al., 1998; Berg and Thomas, 1999;
Sharma and Peterson, 2012; Roberts et al., 2013; Biendicho et al., 2014; Sharma et al., 2015; Brant
et al., 2016). Techniques such as powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), powder neutron diffraction
(PND), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) have all
been used (Bergstrom et al., 1998; Berg and Thomas, 1999; Balasubramanian et al., 2001; Morcrette
et al., 2003; Yoon et al., 2003; Borkiewicz et al., 2012; Herklotz et al., 2013; Roberts et al., 2013;
Biendicho et al., 2014; Brant et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2017; Pecher et al., 2017).
This has been accompanied by improvements in instrumentation at synchrotron and neutron
facilities, along with a willingness to accommodate unusual sample environments and set-ups on
the beamline.
With the lithium-ion battery revolutionizing the portable electronics market in recent years, it
is unsurprising that the majority of these in-situ studies have focused on batteries which operate
at room temperature. However, batteries are required for a wide range of applications and there
remain several battery technologies that have not been studied using in-situ techniques.
One battery technology which we are currently investigating is the thermal battery. Thermal
batteries are primary batteries which are used in emergency power supplies in aircraft, ejector seats,
and other military applications (Guidotti and Masset, 2006). Applications which utilize thermal
batteries require a constant power to be drawn over a length of time, so as a result, materials
that operate via conversion reactions, rather than intercalation reactions are usually preferred.
Typically they consist of a cathode, anode, molten salt electrolyte, separator and a pyrotechnic
ignition source to heat the battery (Masset and Guidotti, 2007, 2008a,b; Guidotti and Masset,
2008). Due to the use of a molten salt electrolyte, thermal batteries must operate at a temperature
above the melting point of the electrolyte, which means that they often operate at temperatures
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close to 500◦ C. The high temperature operation, in addition to
the fact that air/moisture-sensitive transition metal sulfides are
the most commonly used cathodes, means that structural studies
of this battery technology would be best performed using in-situ
techniques, and would require a complex cell design. To the best
of our knowledge no such studies have been reported.
Our current research interests have focused on the in-situ
study of thermal batteries which use transition metal sulfides
as the cathode material, Li13 Si4 as the anode material, KCl-LiCl
eutectic as an electrolyte and MgO as the separator. In particular
the transition metal disulfides, MS2 (where M = Fe, Co, and
Ni) are the most commonly used cathode materials in thermal
batteries and they offer a particularly intriguing study, as the
discharge mechanisms are thought to be different depending on
the transition metal present in the cathode, with only cells using
FeS2 as a cathode forming lithiated compounds upon battery
discharge (Preto et al., 1983).

EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Design of Sample Environment
The purpose of our experiments was to carry out combined
battery discharge and powder neutron diffraction studies. A
sample environment for combined conductivity and neutron
diffraction studies of hydride ion conductors was designed by one
of us, so this sample environment was modified to enable it to
be used for in-situ thermal battery studies instead (Payne et al.,
2017; Carins et al., in preparation). A photograph of the sample
environment is shown in Figure 1A. This sample environment is
able to maintain an inert atmosphere around the sample, which is
important when looking at air/moisture sensitive species. During
each experiment, Argon gas was continuously flowed through the
sample environment.
The sample environment consists of a closed-end quartz tube,
which has thinned walls near the sample area to allow for beam
entry and exit. There is a gas inlet/outlet on the top of the tube.
Wires for electrical connections run from the top of the tube to
the sample holder and are sheathed in Al2 O3 .
By modifying the sample environment using vanadium plates
as both current collectors and sample holder (Figure 1B) we were
able to simplify the data analysis by reducing the number of
phases that will be observed in the diffraction pattern [vanadium’s
very low neutron scattering length (−0.39 fm) compared to those
of the atomic species making up the other phases present means
that it contributes very little to the neutron diffraction pattern of
the battery]. Neutron diffraction is particularly appropriate when
studying lithium-containing materials in the presence of much
higher Z-number atoms because unlike X-ray scattering (which
depends on the number of electrons) neutrons scatter from the
atomic nucleus and this results in the scattering power of lithium
being comparable to the other species in the battery. Recesses in
the vanadium plates hold the sample in position for optimum
beam convergence on the sample. A diagram of the vanadium
plate sample holder is shown in Figure 1B.
The design of an equivalent cell for the equivalent X-ray
diffraction experiment would be non-trivial. A suitable current
collector is difficult to find and existing sample environments
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Photograph of the in-situ sample environment used for studies
of thermal batteries which allows the flow of an inert gas during the course of
the experiment to maintain an inert atmosphere. (B) Shows a diagram of
vanadium plate current collector which doubles as a sample holder. Screws
are used to help hold the sample in place. (C) Comparison of powder
diffraction data obtained in 5 min on the Polaris diffractometer for two cells
using two different cathode materials: CoS2 and CoNi2 S4 (D) multi-phase
Rietveld fit to data collected in 5 min on the Polaris diffractometer during the
discharge of a thermal battery which uses CoNi2 S4 as the cathode material.
Please note that differences in intensity of the CoNi2 S4 data are due to the
data being collected at different states of discharge. Broad features in the
background of the diffraction pattern are due to the amorphous quartz outer
container of the in-situ sample environment and molten salt eutectic.

designed to work at room temperature use beryllium windows
which would oxidize at the high temperatures required for this
study.

Choice of Instrument
Our in-situ experiments have been carried out on the
Polaris diffractometer at the ISIS facility, Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, UK. Polaris is a high flux, medium resolution
diffractometer, which is particularly suited to fast data collection
and unusual sample environments, making it the ideal choice for
the in-situ experiment. The recent upgrade of Polaris enables the
collection of good quality diffraction data, even with very small
samples (Lindsay-Scott et al., 2014).

Data Collection Protocols
With any in-situ experiment, there is balance to be achieved
between the electrochemistry and the structural data that will
be collected. Neutron powder diffraction requires larger samples
than the corresponding X-ray diffraction experiment. In our first
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heating above the melting point of the electrolyte, the peaks
disappear, which again simplifies the data analysis by reducing
the number of phases observed in the neutron diffraction pattern.

experiments we decided to preserve the electrochemistry as much
as possible, which resulted in the use of a thinner pellet shaped
cell (∼1–2 mm thickness) than would normally be required for
neutron diffraction. This led to limitations in the parameters that
could be extracted from multi-phase Rietveld refinement, such
as meaningful thermal parameters. Figure 1C shows the data
quality from 5 min neutron powder diffraction data collections
on CoS2 and CoNi2 S4 based cells. Much better data quality could
be obtained for the CoNi2 S4 cell which benefitted from both
being a slightly thicker sample, along with the higher neutron
scattering length of nickel (10.3 fm) in comparison to cobalt
(2.49 fm) and sulfur (2.85 fm). Data were analyzed by carrying
out multi-phase Rietveld refinements. Figure 1D shows a multiphase Rietveld fit to a 5 min data set collected during discharge of
a thermal battery which used CoNi2 S4 as the cathode material.
This indicates that good quality data can often be obtained in
times as short as a few minutes when using neutron diffraction,
but it is dependent on the sample being studied.
During an in-situ experiment, it is important to minimize
the contributions to the diffraction pattern from parts of the
sample environment, and we were able to do this by adjusting
the dimensions of the incident neutron beam to match the
geometry of the thermal battery sample as well as utilizing
neutron shielding materials (boron nitride) to cover parts of the
sample environment that may scatter (and would contribute to
the diffraction pattern). The reliability of a spallation neutron
source can also be challenging during such in-situ experiments,
where short interruptions to the beam due to minor accelerator
faults may result in “gaps” in the data, but fortunately for our
experiments carried out to date, this has not been problematic.
In terms of carrying out the battery discharge, two approaches
have been used. Firstly, potentiostatic discharge has been used,
where data are collected at fixed isopotentials. The isopotentials
are determined by an ex-situ battery discharge in our home
laboratory before our in-situ experiment, in order to ensure
that diffraction data are collected at the key plateaux on the
discharge profile. Longer diffraction datasets are collected at
the isopotentials, and on switching between isopotentials faster
data collection takes place. Alternatively, galvanostatic discharge
maybe carried out, during which a large number of diffraction
patterns are collected continuously over short periods of time
(e.g., 5 mins each), and which subsequently may be summed to
obtain higher quality datasets on plateaux in the discharge profile.
We have had success with both types of measurement, but we
found that it was difficult to get meaningful capacities from our
in-situ experiments to date.

CASE STUDIES: THERMAL BATTERIES
USING TRANSITION METAL SULFIDES, AS
CATHODES
As discussed earlier, transition metal disulfides MS2 (where M =
Fe, Co, and Ni) are some of the most commonly used cathode
materials for thermal batteries, and indeed it was these materials
which have formed the basis of our first in-situ studies on
thermal batteries (Payne et al., 2017; Payne et al., in preparation).
In addition, our recent synthetic and electrochemical work
has looked at some other transition metal sulfides as potential
cathodes for thermal batteries (Giagloglou et al., 2016, 2017;
Giagloglou et al., in preparation).
Our first in-situ study looked at the discharge of a thermal
battery which used NiS2 (a conversion material) as the cathode,
Li13 Si4 as the anode, KCl-LiCl eutectic as the electrolyte and
MgO as the separator (Payne et al., 2017). This experiment was
carried out at 520◦ C, which to the best of our knowledge, is
the highest temperature in-situ battery experiment carried out to
date. Figure 2 shows some of the results from this experiment,
including a film plot of the diffraction data collected during
battery discharge, a plot of the evolution of phase fraction
and discharge profile over the course of the experiment and
finally the changes in crystal structure of Ni-containing species
during discharge. In our study, we were able to correlate the
evolution of crystalline phases with plateaux observed in the
battery discharge profile and a total of four nickel containing
phases were observed in the diffraction patterns. A film plot of the
diffraction data shows evolution of the crystalline phases upon
discharge and is shown in Figure 2A. Rietveld refinement was
used to extract phase fractions from the diffraction data. This
allows us to correlate the phase fractions with the electrochemical
data, and in particular with the plateau in the voltage discharge
profile. Figure 2B shows the evolution of phase fraction and
cell voltage during discharge. This shows that the plateau in
the voltage discharge profile at ∼1.7 V was due to the NiS2
to NiS transformation, whilst the plateau at ∼1.4–1.3 V was
due to the NiS to Ni3 S2 transformation. We did not observe
Ni7 S6, which had previously been observed in cells examined at
room temperature and this led us to propose a new discharge
mechanism for NiS2 when it is used as a cathode (Payne et al.,
2017). The structures of the Ni-containing phases that were
identified during discharge are shown in Figure 2C. We should
also point out that we also observed changes in cell parameter
of the NiS phase, which provides evidence for a region of
solid solution, and although the changes in composition of this
phase could not be accurately determined it is possible that this
change in cell parameter was due to either a non-stoichiometric
Ni1−x S phase or some Li incorporation in NiS. It was particularly
useful to collect synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction data on
the cathode after our in-situ neutron diffraction data, as this
enabled conclusive identification of all cell components present,

Sample Preparation
The samples for the experiments were prepared by sequentially
pressing the powders for the anode, electrolyte/separator
and cathode into pellets. The sequential pressing offers the
opportunity to make good contacts between each layer. It is then
relatively straightforward to handle the pellet and load it into
the in-situ sample environment inside the glovebox. The eutectic
of choice for the electrolyte is the KCl-LiCl eutectic (melting
point = 352◦ C). At room temperature, peaks from the electrolyte
are present in the neutron powder diffraction pattern, but on
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driven amorphisation is known to occur in lithium ion batteries
upon lithium uptake when Si is used as an anode (Limthongkul
et al., 2003a,b). The challenges in studying the anode material
highlights that often questions still remain after an in-situ
experiment, meaning that such experiments may often need
follow up studies, in order to fully understand the system of
interest.
Restricting in-situ studies to diffraction based techniques
means that it can be easy to neglect any components which are
amorphous. In the case of the thermal battery, the presence of
molten salt electrolytes can simplify data analysis, due to the
reduction in the number of crystalline phases observed in the
diffraction pattern at device operating temperature. However,
there may be occasions when we are interested in the amount
of amorphous material in the battery. The use of a crystalline
ceramic separator in thermal batteries is particularly useful as it
can be used as an internal standard to quantify the amorphous
content the battery. The importance of gaining an understanding
of non-crystalline phases has recently been highlighted in a study
of the in-situ synthesis of the Li7 La3 Zr2 O12 Li-ion conductor.
This quantified the fraction of molten/amorphous phases present
in this system and found that the presence of a carbonate melt
assists the synthesis of Li7 La3 Zr2 O12 (Rao et al., 2015).

OTHER HIGH-TEMPERATURE BATTERY
TECHNOLOGIES: SODIUM METAL HALIDE
BATTERIES
We should point out that thermal batteries are not the
only high temperature battery technology. Sodium-metal halide
batteries, which are also often referred to as “ZEBRA” (ZeroEmission Battery Research Activities) cells are another high
temperature battery technology which have been studied using
in-situ techniques (Zinth et al., 2015, 2016). These cells typically
operate at around 300◦ C and have also been studied by in-situ
neutron diffraction (Zinth et al., 2015). Spatially resolved neutron
diffraction data were collected at different points within the
cathode of such a cell, enabling reaction fronts to be monitored
as they move through the battery (Zinth et al., 2015). In-situ
neutron tomography and radiography have been used to probe
the changes in morphology of the cell components during battery
cycling (Zinth et al., 2016). The phase evolution in sodium metal
halide batteries and the presence of intermediates have also been
studied using in-situ energy dispersive X-ray diffraction and this
has allowed both spatial and kinetic information to be obtained
on the battery charge/discharge process (Russenbeek et al., 2011).

FIGURE 2 | Results from the in-situ thermal battery discharge using NiS2 as
the cathode (Payne et al., 2017). (A) Film plot of neutron diffraction data
collected during battery discharge. Please note that the y-axis is not a linear
function of time. (B) Evolution of phase fraction and voltage over the course of
the experiment. (C) Crystal structures of Ni containing species observed during
the course of battery discharge. (A,B) Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH &
Co. KGaA and are reproduced from Payne et al. (2017) with permission.

as we benefitted from the high intensity and resolution of the
synchrotron source. This emphasizes the importance of using
complementary techniques (where possible) to enhance the
understanding of the system under study.
Li13 Si4 is an anode commonly used in thermal batteries.
However, in our in-situ studies to date, the combination of a
large unit cell and low symmetry of the Li13 Si4 structure, which
is then pressed into a pellet, means that it is particularly difficult
to study the changes in the structure of the anode material during
discharge. Although the lithium silicides have been well-studied
by a variety of techniques, including single crystal diffraction
and NMR, much less is known about their high temperature
behavior, including the high temperature crystallography (Key
et al., 2009, 2011; Zeilinger and Faessler, 2013; Zeilinger et al.,
2013a,b). It is also possible that Li13 Si4 (and related phases) are
largely amorphous during battery discharge, as electrochemically
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CONCLUSIONS
Although most in-situ studies of batteries have focused on
batteries which operate at room temperature, other battery
technologies, such as the thermal battery and the sodium metal
halide battery, operate at higher temperatures and require insitu studies to be carried out at elevated temperature, in order
to gain a better understanding of the processes taking place
in them. Our recent in-situ work has successfully probed and
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developed the sample environment and carried out experiments.
CC carried out experiments. JDP and RS carried out experiments
and co-wrote manuscript. RG and JI co-wrote manuscript and
oversaw research.

shed light on the processes occurring in thermal batteries during
discharge at their high operating temperatures of around 500◦ C.
To the best of our knowledge we believe that these are the
highest temperature in-situ battery studies carried out to date.
We should also point out that studies using complementary
techniques such as synchrotron PXRD post battery testing offer
advantages such as high resolution and intensity, which can
help to unambiguously identify products formed during battery
discharge. Although improvements can be envisioned and there
are still many questions to be answered, this work paves the way
for future high temperature in-situ studies of batteries.
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